THE ENDURING APPEAL
OF GENUINE CAPABILITY
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THE GEOMETRY OF
SOPHISTICATION

As befits a luxurious yet rugged SUV, the Rexton features
a bold new grille with a diagonal, chain-mail pattern.
It is flanked by stylishly flush headlamp covers above,
and an artfully angular body-coloured bumper element
below. The effect is a stately beauty.
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1 Full LED headlamp

2 Outside mirror with puddle lamp
3 Fog lamp
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BRIGHT AND CLEAR

The lights of the rear are shaped to play against the
body's contours. They also establish an array of lights
both high and low on the body, for maximum nighttime
visibility and communication. In the spoiler above the
window, a high-mounted stop light complements the
brake lights of the full LED clusters, while turn signal
lamps below flash in a variable pattern. The number-plate
lamps cast a soft glow. Below the bumper, the muffler is
concealed, while dual, trapezoidal tailpipe-ends hint at
the engine's power.
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1 Full-LED rear combination lamp
3

2 Rear license plate softly illuminated by LED lights
3 Variable turn-signal lamp
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SURROUNDED BY STYLE

Simple controls and attractively designed and textured surfaces keep you feeling focused and well looked after when
you're at the wheel. Soft, quilted Nappa leather seats conform to your preferences. Smooth, uncluttered instruments in
the center and overhead consoles reduce distraction. At night, subtle ambient light, from the doors and instrument panel,
helps you keep your bearings and keep track of loose items.
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INFORMATION CURATION

The Rexton distills a staggering amount of information down into easily digestible
pieces, via its 12.3-inch digital cluster and its other interfaces. It prioritises what you
need, when you need it, so you can relax and focus on driving. To help you park, the
outside mirrors tilt down when you select reverse gear. For further parking assistance,
and enhanced security and safety, a high-definition 3D Around-View monitoring
system compiles video from four external cameras on the 9-inch infotainment screen.
The touchscreen lets you control navigation and audio, including radio, MP3, and
digital audio broadcasting. The audio system supports Apple CarPlay and Google
Android Auto, as well as USB devices.

12.3-INCH FULL-DIGITAL CLUSTER

Apple carplay and google android auto

Users may connect their smart phone to the display to make phone calls,
check messages and listen to music while on the road.
*Available on both the navigation system with 9" display and Smart
audio system with 8" display.

3D AROUND-VIEW MONITORING SYSTEM

360° View
1 Speed-sensing power steering & heated steering wheel cover
2 HD 9" Navigation system

3 Electronic parking brake with auto-hold function

Cluster AVN Mirroring display capability
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PRIORITY ALL AROUND

There is a new level of comfort for second-row passengers,

with firm, fully contoured seats, full headrests, and outstanding

SEATING CONFIGURATIONS FOR 5-SEATER

legroom. Both front seats are power-adjustable and ventilated,
and seats in both the first and second rows are heated.
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Second-row seats double-fold to accommodate cargo. Preferred
driver’s seat and mirror settings can be stored for up to three
drivers.

seater

2nd row 40% flat
(1,376L)

2nd row 60% flat
(1,652L)

2nd row 100% flat
(1,977L)

SEATING CONFIGURATIONS FOR 7-SEATER

3rd row flat,
2nd row 40% flat (1,201L)

3rd row flat,
2nd row 60% flat (1,477L)

3rd row folded 50%,
2nd row folded flat 40% (777L)

3rd row folded 50%,
2nd row folded flat 60% (1,029L)

3rd row flat,
2nd row 100% flat (1,806L)
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seater

FOLDING SEATS TO CARRY EXTRA-LONG ITEMS

The second-row seat may also be double-folded to allow easy access to the third row.
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A KNACK FOR HANDLING CARGO

Rexton can fit four golf bags widthwise in the cargo bay, thereby leaving the 2nd-row
seats free for passengers to use. The driver with arms full may open the tailgate without
putting the items down. Simply keep the smart key in a pocket and stand near the back
of the vehicle for just three seconds and the tailgate will pop open automatically.

1 Smart power tailgate
- Heavy tailgate opens and closes easily
- Simple switch control
2 2nd row folded flat 100% (5 seater)

3 Normal seating with luggage board raised (5 seater)
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PUTTING TORQUE TO GOOD USE

To get you out of difficult spots and keep the drive invigorating, the Rexton is powered by a 2.2L diesel engine that delivers ample torque
when you need to accelerate or haul a trailer. A new E-Tronic 8-speed automatic transmission offers smooth gear changes and fuel-efficient
performance across a wider variety of vehicle speeds.

PART-TIME 4WD

2.2L DIESEL ENGINE
Max. Power (PS/rpm)

Part-time four-wheel drive allows the driver to
choose when to activate the system, depending
upon changing conditions on or off the road. 
Operation safety and efficiency are thus superior to
what by the full-time 4WD system provides.

202 / 3,800

Max. Torque (Nm/rpm)

441 / 1,600~2,600
Displacement (CC)

2,157

2WD
4WD
4WD
High-speed range High-speed range Low-speed range

Diesel Engine Model

e-XDi220

LD(Locking Differential) system
* With automatic transmission

8-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH SBW(SHIFT-BY-WIRE)

When wheel spin occurs on rough roads, LD locks
operation of differential gear to assist the vehicle to
escape rough roads.

INDEPENDENT MULTILINK SUSPENSION IN THE REAR
Independent suspension allows each wheel to
move up, down, left, and right on its own for
secure handling when the road surface gets
rough. Shock from the road surface is
dissipated through multiple links; little
vibration is transferred to the body, and the
ride quality is superb.
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MANAGING FORCES WITH STEEL

The Rexton is mounted on the new-concept "Quad Frame" which isolates the cabin from road surface and engine noise and helps protect
occupants from impact forces. There are eight body mounts, the most in this class, a step that improves ride quality and steering stability.
The frame is notable for the quality of its steel, its force-managing shape, and the uniquely complex structure of each bar.

1 APPLYING THE MOST ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE HIGH-

STRENGTH STEEL

High-density, high-tensile-strength steel plate makes up 81.7% of all the steel
plate used in the Rexton’s body, providing superb rigidity and protection against
deformation in a collision. As such, the safe space within the cabin has been
maximised.

2 CRASH ZONE BOX

The ‘crash zone’ refers to that part of frame that
conveys the most shock from a frontal collision to
the inside of the cabin.
This ‘box’ is designed to absorb that force, thereby
protecting the people inside.

3 QUAD FRAME

The frame members feature a quadruple-layered
structure that exceeds the global standard for
lateral collision safety.
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ENHANCEMENTS TO ACTIVE SAFETY
Applying advanced telematics to anticipate and avoid accidents

Ssangyong's ADAS(Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) applies sensing technology, data and artificial intelligence to many aspects of
driving, to help you stay alert, out of danger, and in control. In addition to existing ADAS features, DAW and SDW are newly available on
the Rexton.
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

Driver Attention Warning (DAW)

Safety Distance Warning (SDW)

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

Front Vehicle Start Warning (FVSW)

Rear Cross Traffic Warning (RCTW)

If the DAW system senses the driver’s attention level has
been significantly reduced, it will give audible warning
and graphic on cluster.

Warns the driver whenever the vehicle begins to move
out of its lane unless the directional indicators are on in
that direction.

SDW detects the distance to the vehicle ahead and
warns the driver when a safe distance is not properly
secured.

The FVSW system warns the driver when the front vehicle
begins to move forward from a still position.

Helps avoid or mitigate collision effects by detecting
moving or stalled vehicles and warning the driver in
advance.

By using rear-corner radars, the system helps to prevent
backing into cross traffic by providing alerts when
vehicles are detected.
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LOOKING OUT FOR YOU AND YOURS

The Rexton comes equipped with nine airbags, including a driver knee-airbag and second-row side airbags. 
The steering wheel and steering column are specially designed to absorb the force of a collision, minimising the effect on the
driver’s chest area, and active head restraints move forward in the event of a collision to close the gap between the occupant
and the headrest to prevent whiplash.

1 Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

2 Hill Descent Control (HDC)

4 Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)

5 Anti-Rollover Protection (ARP)

7 Trailer sway control

3 Hill Start Assist (HSA)

6 Brake Assist System (BAS)

9 AIRBAGS
1 Driver’s airbag

4 5 Driver’s & passenger’s side airbags

3 Passenger’s airbag

8 9 Curtain airbags

2 Driver’s knee protection airbag

1

2

3
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4
3

6

4

With
ESP

8

6 7 Rear seat side airbags

7

Without
ESP

7
5

9

5

1

2
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AT HOME WHEREVER YOU ROAM
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EXTERIOR

Be ready for anything — and show some style while you're at it.

17" Alloy Wheel

18" Alloy Wheel, Diamond Cut

20" Sputtering Wheel

Remote-controlled windows with smart key

Headlamp escort function

Welcome system

Reverse inter-locked auto-down outside mirror

2-channel touch sensing door handle;
Outside door handle lamps

Safety powered window

Tinted, noise-control glass and wiper deicer

Fashionable roof rails

Safety-powered sunroof

Tyre repair kit

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Parking assist system

INTERIOR

Make your commute smarter, easier, and more comfortable.

Cluster with 3.5" trip computer

8" smart audio

Headlamp control and automatic washer switches

Remote control switches and cruise control system
on the steering wheel

Dual-zone fully automatic air-conditioner;
3rd row air conditioner

Drive mode selector

Memory profile system for driver

Passenger seat with walk-in device

Heated front and rear seats

Ventilated front seats

Power adjustable 1st row seats

Double foldable 2nd row seats
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INTERIOR

Wireless smartphone charger

Rear door window roller blind

Dual cup holder with sliding cover, 2 slot USB

Centre console rear air vent

Overhead console, Touch switch room lamp,
Seatbelt Reminder

Illuminated stainless steel door scuff

12V power outlet & 2 slot USB charger

Smart key

Luggage cover (5 seater only)

Dual level adjustable luggage board

Sunvisor vanity mirror with illumination

Engine room around sealing cover

COLOUR GUIDE
EXTERIOR COLOUR

Grand White (WAA)

Silky White Pearl (WAK)

Fine Silver (SAF)

Elemental Grey (ACY)

Atlantic Blue (BAU)

Marble Grey (ACM)

Space Black (LAK)

INTERIOR COLOUR

Ash Black (LBN)

Black + Beige Two Tone (LBR)

Black Suede

Artificial leather seat
Quilted leather seat

Espresso Brown (OAY)

Snow Beige (EBD)

Black suede seat

Technical patterned deep black grain

Technical patterned silver black grain

* Leather seat includes artificial leather partially
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FEATURES LIST
MECHANICAL

EXTERIOR

SAFETY

CONVENIENCE

Full LED headlamps

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)

Windshield wiper de-icer

e-XDi 220 2.2L diesel engine with SCR system (Euro 6d STEP2)

Chrome coated on radiator grille

Gearshift knob

LED type fog lamp

8-speed automatic transmission with shift by wire
Part-time 4WD with shifting on the fly

Double-wishbone front suspension system with coil springs
Five-link rear suspension system with coil springs
Impact-absorbing 10-link rear suspension
Ventilated disc brakes for front and rear

Electronic parking brake with auto-hold function
70L fuel tank

SEATS

8 way power-adjustable driver’s seat

6 way power-adjustable front passenger’s seat
4 way Driver’s seat power lumbar support

Seat memory settings for three drivers, including seat &
outside door mirror positions, stored in onboard memory

High-glossy skid plate under front & rear bumpers

Outside rearview mirrors with side repeater and puddle lamp
LED rear combination lamp with light guide

Air spoiler with LED high-mounted stop lamp
LED license plate lights
Aero-blade wipers

Body color outside door handles with hidden key button
Clean-sill door

Invisible muffler

Fashionable black and silver roof rails

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)
Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

Front Vehicle Start Warning (FVSW)
Safety Distance Warning (SDW)

Driver Attention Warning (DAW)

Blind Spot-detection Warning (BSW)

Headlamp leveling device
Intermittent rear wiper

Automatic light control and rain-sensing wipers in front

Outside door mirrors that can be electrically controlled,
folded and heated

Speed Limit Warning (SLW)

Tinted front-door glass

Smart High Beam (SHB)

Rear Cross Traffic Warning (RCTW)
High-strength-steel construction

Ultra-rigid Quad Frame for greater strength,
Less vibration and noise

Daytime running LED lamps C-Type

4-channel anti-lock braking system

Daytime running LED lamps

Electro-chromic inside rearview mirror

Lane Change-collision Warning (LCW)

Safety powered sunroof
Rear fog lamps

Cruise control

Door impact beams for added protection from side collisions

Tinted, noise-control windshield glass

Privacy glass
(Rear-door windows, Quarter windows, Tailgate window)
Safety powered windows

One-touch triple-turn signal lamp

Folding, remote keyless entry system
Illuminated ignition

Supervision cluster with 12.3" full LCD color trip computer

Long licence plate

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with
Traction Control System (TCS), Hill Descent Control (HDC),
Active Roll-over Protection (ARP) and Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

50:50 split folding 3rd-row seats

INTERIOR

Side airbags for front and rear passengers

Luggage cover and load net & grocery hook in cargo bay
(5 seater)

Heated seats for front and rear

Glove box with lamp and key lock

Driver’s knee airbag

Cargo barrier net

Passenger’s seat walk-in device

60:40 split folding 2nd-row seats with folding centre armrest
Double-folding seats in 2nd-row

Automatic easy access mode for driver’s seat
Ventilated seats in front
Sliding front headrests

Premium Nappa black leather seat upholstery

Premium Nappa brown leather seat upholstery
Premium Nappa beige leather seat upholstery

TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) seat upholstery
Flat woven seat upholstery

Seat belt reminder (all seats)

WHEEL AND TYRE

Trailer hitch mounting

Sunvisors with illumination and sliding extension
A-pillar cloth trim

B-pillar assist grip

Stainless steel scuff on front & rear doors
Illuminated front-door scuff

Leather-wrapped gear knob
LED lamps in cabin

Chrome inside door handle

Ambient lights on the instrument panel and door handle
Floor mats

17" alloy wheels 235/70 tyres

STEERING

20" sputtering wheels 255/50 tyres (chrome finish)

Speed-sensitive power steering

18" alloy wheels 255/60 tyres (diamond cut)
Tyre repair kit

Dual airbags for driver and front passenger

Curtain airbags for front and rear passengers
Front seatbelt load limiters and pre-tensioners
2nd row 3-point seatbelt

Airbag on/off switch for front passenger
Seatbelt reminder (all seats)
Child seat anchorage

Manual seatbelt height adjustment on B-pillar
Childproof safety lock

Speed-sensitive door lock

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
Visual VIN

Hydraulic power steering

AIR CLIMATE

Leather steering wheel cover with silver or high-gloss black
accent

Rear manual air conditioning system for 7 seater

Manually controlled tilt and telescopic steering
Steering column lock

Heated steering wheel cover

Automatic air conditioning system (dual-zone control)
Automatic defogging system

Cabin air quality control system
Cluster Ionizer

Rear air vent on centre console

Positive temperature coefficient (PTC) heater with diesel engine

Supervision cluster with 3.5" monochrome TFT-LCD trip
computer
Variable luggage shelf
Cargo bay net

8" smart audio with rear-view camera

3-dimensional around view monitoring system (AVM)
Six speakers

Bluetooth telephone connectivity with streamed audio
Audio remote control switches on steering wheel

Car connectivity (Apple Carplay & Google Android Auto)
Smart power tailgate

Front obstacle warning system (4 sensors) with 2-stage alarm
Rear obstacle warning system (4 sensors) with 3-stage alarm
Smart power tailgate

Folding type dual rekes key system with key hole illumination
2-channel touch sensing door handle

12V power outlet & 2 slot USB charger on console back
Wireless charger

*Some of features may be optional or not be available according
to market. Please contact your local dealer for the exact details
regarding vehicles sold in your area.

TECHNICAL DATA

ENGINE

2WD

TRANSMISSION
EMISSION

Diesel 2.2 (5-seater)

Part time 4WD

Overall length

1,960

1,825 (with roof rack)

Wheelbase

Front

Tread

Rear

Minimum turning radius
Gross vehicle weight
Kerb weight

Fuel

Capacity

Bore X stroke

Compression ratio

Number of cylinders
Max. power
PERFORMANCE

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

Max. torque
Max. speed

CO2 (combined)
Combined

Braked

Unbraked

Fuel tank
ENGINE

mm

1,640

1,960

1,640
1,640
895

Rear

Minimum ground clearance

1,640

2,865

Front

Overhang

Gross trailer
weight

Part time 4WD

4,850

Overall height

WEIGHT

8AT

Diesel 2.2 (7-seater)

Euro 6d STEP2

Overall width

EXTERIOR
DIMENSIONS

2WD

(mm)

1,825

DRIVEN WHEELS

DIMENSIONS

1,090

m
kg

224 (with Independent Rear Suspension) / 203 (with 5-link rear suspension)
2,670

1,960 ~ 2,096
2,700

2,800

5.5

2,070 ~ 2,206
3,000

1,980 ~ 2,116
750

-

Diesel

cc

2,157

ℓ

mm
-

ℓ/100km

4,850

4 in-line

441 / 1,600 ~ 2,600

g/km

3,000

2,865

15.5:1

Nm/rpm
km/h

2,105 ~ 2,241

86.2 X 92.4

148.6 / 3,800

kg.m/rpm

2,700

2,950

70

kW/rpm
ps/rpm

2,820

202 / 3,800

45 / 1,600 ~ 2,600
184

206 ~ 228
7.9 ~ 8.7

* The above technical data can vary slightly by regional certification requirements or sales specifications.
* The fuel economy can vary according to road conditions or driver's habits.

* The declared fuel consumption and CO2 emissions were determined according to the newly introduced Worldwide harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) and additionally measured according to
the Real Drive Emission (RDE)method during road tests. The figures are WLTP measurements reported under Worldwide harmonized Light duty driving Test Cycle(WLTC).
The engines comply with the EURO 6d STEP 2 emission standard.

The details do not relate to a single, individual vehicle and are not part of the offer, but serve only for comparison purposes among the different vehicle types.
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Famalco House, Montone Business Park, Oak Close,
Dublin 12 D12DFC6, Republic of Ireland
+353 1 524 0024
info@ssangyong.ie
www.ssangyong.ie

Some of the equipment shown in this brochure is optional and may not be available on all models or in all markets.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
Please contact your local dealer for the latest information.
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